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•  A few 100’s times closer than the nearest AGN ! high spatial resolution 

•  GC ISM: on average higher n(H2), Tk, Δvturb , B, …  

•  What heats the neutral ISM? How do stars form in the GC?  

Sgr B2  
HiGal, Molinari et al. 2011 

[ See reviews by Güsten 1989 and Genzel et al. 2010 ] 

Sgr A* + supermassive BH 

    Herschel’s far-IR  view of the Galactic Center (GC) 
~100 pc, ~2º field   (~ 10’’ in Cen A) 



3σ 

•  The majority of the radiation energy from the GC comes as infrared photons  

(AV=30) ! almost transparent at far-IR wavelengths. 



3σ 

firm and compelling evidence that Sgr A* must be a
massive black hole of about 4!106 solar masses.

Because of its proximity !the distance to the Galactic
Center is about 105 times closer than the nearest qua-
sars" high-resolution observations of the Milky Way
nucleus yield much more detail and specific information
than possible in any other galaxy nucleus to a linear
scale comparable to the radius of the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun. As such, the Galactic Center is a unique
laboratory for testing the massive black-hole paradigm
and for exploring the impact of a massive black hole on
its stellar and interstellar environments. Since the
nucleus is highly obscured by interstellar dust particles
in the plane of the galactic disk, however, observations
in the optical waveband are not possible. Measurements
need to be carried out at longer wavelengths, in the in-
frared and microwave bands, or at shorter wavelengths,
at hard x rays and " rays, where the veil of interstellar
gas and dust is more transparent. The dramatic progress
in our knowledge of the Galactic Center over the past

two decades is a direct consequence of the development
of novel facilities, instruments, and techniques across the
whole range of the electromagnetic spectrum !Fig. 1".

There have been a number of review articles on the
Galactic Center region. The review of Oort !1977" cov-
ered many of the pioneering results: the first detailed
radio and infrared maps, the discovery of Sgr A*, and
the properties of the ionized and molecular gas and stars
on scales of 1 pc to 1 kpc. Ten years later, Genzel and
Townes !1987" emphasized the phenomena in the central
few parsecs and discussed the emerging dynamical evi-
dence for a central mass mainly based at that time on
observations of gas motions. Blitz et al. !1993" discussed
the evidence that the central bulge of the Milky Way
actually is bar shaped and what that means for the gas
dynamics in the central few hundred parsecs. Genzel et
al. !1994" summarized the then newly discovered young
massive stars in the central parsec, analyzed the lumi-
nosity production there and the importance of stellar
winds, and gave an update of the measurements of the

FIG. 1. !Color" Multiwavelength overview of the central few parsecs of the Milky Way. Top three panels: larger scale view. All
three top images are on the same scale #at the distance of the Galactic Center !8.3 kpc" 1 arc min=2.41 pc$. The cross marks the
position of the compact radio source Sgr A*. Top left: Color composite of radio 6 cm emission !blue: VLA Yusef-Zadeh et al.,
1986; Roberts and Goss, 1993", HCN 1–0 emission !red: OVRO; Christopher et al., 2005", and x-ray emission !green: Chandra;
Baganoff et al., 2003". The galactic plane runs at a position angle of 32° southwest-northeast across the image. Top middle: 6 cm
VLA radio image !pink", HCN emission !green", and 2.2 #m !K-band" image !blue, VLT-ISAAC; Schödel et al., 2007a". Top right:
Copy of the central panel with the key interstellar features marked. Bottom: Zoom into the central region. All three insets are on
the same scale. Bottom left: Color composite near-IR adaptive optics image #blue: H band !1.6 #m", green L! band !3.8 #m",
VLT-NACO; Genzel et al., 2003a$; and the 1.3 cm VLA radio continuum !red; Zhao and Goss, 1998". Bottom center: K band
!white, VLT-NACO; Genzel et al., 2003a", derived dust extinction !red-yellow; Schödel et al., 2007a", and x-ray emission !green,
Chandra; Baganoff et al., 2003". In addition to x-ray emission from Sgr A*, IRS 13E, and a diffuse component, the elongated
structure 10 arc sec northwest of Sgr A* is the pulsar-wind nebula 259.95–0.04, which may also be associated with the HESS TeV
source J1745–290. Bottom right: Copy of left panel with the “IRS” names of the stars, as well as some of the interstellar features
marked. Here and in all other images of the Galactic Center region, north is up and east is to the left.
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Inner 3 parsec of the Milky Way  

Ks band (2.2um) from VLT-ISAAC  (Schödel et al. 2007) 
HCN 1-0 from OVRO interferometer, 4’’ (Christopher et al. 2005) 
Radio 6cm from VLA interferometer, 3’’ (Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987) 

Laboratory for extragalactic CNDs, black hole accretion, extreme star formation: 
shocks, turbulence dissipation, magnetic fields and high-E radiation in the ISM 
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Stars orbiting the central supermasive black hole  

2.2. Incompleteness Correction

We determined the incompleteness correction for the Ks-
band images with the well-known technique of first adding
and then again recovering artificial stars. Taking the same
PSF as used for deconvolution, we inserted artificial stars
randomly into the original stellar field. The image contain-
ing the artificial stars was Wiener deconvolved, followed by
source identification with the FIND procedure. We did not
repeat this procedure with a LR deconvolution because of
the enormous amount of computational time needed for
this method. The artificial stars were spaced at intervals of
!0>5, such that their individual PSFs did not interfere with
each other. By repeating the same procedure many times
with different positions for the artificial stars, we probed the
image with artificial stars in a dense !0>13" 0>13 grid. We
recorded in ‘‘ completeness maps ’’ the probability of recov-
ering a source with a given magnitude at a given position.
The completeness map for stars of 18th magnitude in the
Ks-band image is shown in Figure 5. Its spatial structure of
course reflects the distribution of bright stars in Figure 1.
Table 1 gives the overall completeness as well as the average

magnitude and standard deviation of the magnitude of the
recovered artificial stars for each magnitude interval. We
determined the completeness corrections for all three
choices of the FIND FWHM parameter that were used to
create the source lists.

Fig. 3.—LR deconvolved images at H (left; reconvolved to 40 mas FWHM resolution), Ks(top right; reconvolved to 55 mas resolution), and L0 (bottom
right; reconvolved to 70 mas resolution) of the same central 200 region around Sgr A*. The position of Sgr A* (and its 3 ! positional uncertainty) is marked by a
small cross. Several of the S-sources in the Sgr A* cluster and three bright IRS 16 complex stars are marked on theH-band image. The thin dashed circle marks
the radius 0>5, Sgr A* cluster region, containing the fastest moving stars tightly bound to the black hole (S1, S2, S12, S13, and S14). Note that for the L0-band
image the visible wave front sensor was used, tracking on a star !2000 northeast of Sgr A*. The rings around brighter stars are artifacts of the deconvolution.
The faintest stars recognizable on the images areH ! 20,Ks ! 18:5, andL0 ! 14.

TABLE 1

Average Magnitudes of Recovered Sources,
Sigmas of Average Magnitudes, and Overall

Completeness for Given Magnitudes

Kinp Krecov !
Completeness

(%)

13................. 13.05 0.03 99
14................. 14.04 0.05 98
15................. 15.04 0.07 95
16................. 16.04 0.09 88
17................. 17.04 0.11 79
18................. 18.01 0.17 63
19................. 18.91 0.22 32
20................. 19.76 0.23 4
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H band (1.6um) from VLT- NAOS/CONICA, adaptive optics (Genzel  et al. 2003)   
Diffraction-limited resolution ~ 0.05’’ 

•  Enclosed mass in r < 6 light-hours 

     ~ 4 x 106 Msun  (BH!) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How were the stars 

formed?? 

13 

 13 

 

Figure 1: Infalling dust/gas cloud in the Galactic Centre. a and b, NACO9 

adaptive optics VLT images showing that the cloud (dashed circle) is detected 

in the L’-band (3.76 µm) but not in Ks-band (2.16 µm), indicating that it is not a 

star but a dusty cloud with a temperature of around 550 K (Supplementary 

Fig. 2). The cloud is also detected in the M-band (4.7µm) but not seen in the H-

band (1.65 µm). North is up, East is left. The white cross marks the position of 

Sgr A*. c, The proper motion derived from the L-band data is about 42 mas yr-1, 

or 1,670 km s-1 (in 2011), from the southeast towards the position of Sgr A* (red 

for epoch 2004.5, green for 2008.3 and blue for 2011.3, overlaid on a 2011 Ks-

band image). The cloud is also detected in deep spectroscopy with the adaptive 

optics assisted integral field unit SINFONI10,11 in the HI n=7-4 Brγ recombination 

line at 2.1661 µm and in HeI at 2.058 µm, with a radial velocity of 1,250 km/s (in 
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the Jeans equation, separately for the early- and late-
type stellar components, Genzel et al. !1996" inferred a
combination of a 3.0!106M! central mass and a 106M!

star cluster with a core radius of #0.4 pc !#10 arc sec".
The resulting average stellar density in the core is
#106M! pc−3. Haller et al. !1996" employed Jeans mod-
eling as well and arrived at a combination of a
!1.5–1.8"!106M! central mass plus a stellar cluster with
a mass of !1–2.5"!106M! !all values are rescaled from
the published values to the R0=8.3 kpc distance used in
this paper".

A major breakthrough occurred with the first detec-
tions of stellar proper motions in the central few arcsec-
onds and, in particular, with the determination of proper
motions of the fast moving !up to #103 km/s" “S”-stars
within "1 arc sec of Sgr A* based on near-infrared
speckle imaging observations with the 3.5 m ESO NTT
since 1992 !Eckart and Genzel, 1996, 1997; Genzel et al.,
1997". Ghez et al. !1998" confirmed and improved these
results by higher resolution speckle imaging with the
10 m Keck telescope !since 1995". Both data sets showed
that velocity dispersion of the stars follows a Kepler law
around a compact mass $#!v"#R−1/2% to a scale of about
0.01 pc !0.4 light month; Fig. 16". The case for a compact
central mass was then considered convincing by most
practitioners in the field $cf. Kormendy !2004"%. The

number and quality of proper motions in the S-star clus-
ter rapidly improved in the following years but the lack
of z coordinates initially dictated a statistical approach.
This inevitably limits the innermost scale to the average
radius of the S-star cluster !#0.5 arc sec or 0.02 pc" and
the significance of the results because of the Poisson
noise for a modest sample of stars.

C. Constraints from stellar orbits

It was clear that the next big step would come from
the determination of individual stellar orbits !Genzel
and Eckart, 1999; Fragile and Mathews, 2000; Ghez et
al., 2000; Rubilar and Eckart, 2001; Eckart et al., 2002".
The first success toward this goal was the detection of
accelerations for three S-stars !right panel of Fig. 16"
!Ghez et al., 2000; Eckart et al., 2002". The breakthrough
came with the unambiguous determination of the first
orbit of the star S2 !S02" !Schödel et al., 2002; Ghez et
al., 2003" revolving with a period of 15.8 years. Since S2
is on a highly elliptical orbit with e=0.88, its pericenter
distance from Sgr A* in Spring 2002 was a mere 17 light
hours, or 1400Rs for a 4.4!106M! black hole !Fig. 17".
The data from the NTT/VLT and Keck telescopes
agreed well: the first orbital analyses gave 4.1!106M!

!Schödel et al., 2002" and 4.6!106M! !Ghez et al., 2003"

FIG. 15. !Color online" 3.6 cm VLA radio continuum map of the central parsec !right" !Roberts and Goss, 1993", and 12.8 $m
$Ne II% line profiles from Wollman et al. !1977" !left" for the apertures indicated on the radio map. The radio emission delineates
ionized gas streamers !the “minispiral”" orbiting the compact radio source Sgr A*. The observations of Wollman et al. provided the
first dynamic evidence from large gas velocities that there might be a hidden mass of !2–4"!106M! located near Sgr A*.
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Ionized Gas streamers feeding SgrA* ? 

3.6cm VLA interferometer  
radio  continuum map, 0.5’’ resolution 
 (Robert & Goss 1993)   

[NeII]12.8um 

Wollman et al. 1977 

First dynamic evidence from large gas velocities  
perhaps hidden a mass of 2-4x106 Msun near SgrA* 
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firm and compelling evidence that Sgr A* must be a
massive black hole of about 4!106 solar masses.

Because of its proximity !the distance to the Galactic
Center is about 105 times closer than the nearest qua-
sars" high-resolution observations of the Milky Way
nucleus yield much more detail and specific information
than possible in any other galaxy nucleus to a linear
scale comparable to the radius of the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun. As such, the Galactic Center is a unique
laboratory for testing the massive black-hole paradigm
and for exploring the impact of a massive black hole on
its stellar and interstellar environments. Since the
nucleus is highly obscured by interstellar dust particles
in the plane of the galactic disk, however, observations
in the optical waveband are not possible. Measurements
need to be carried out at longer wavelengths, in the in-
frared and microwave bands, or at shorter wavelengths,
at hard x rays and " rays, where the veil of interstellar
gas and dust is more transparent. The dramatic progress
in our knowledge of the Galactic Center over the past

two decades is a direct consequence of the development
of novel facilities, instruments, and techniques across the
whole range of the electromagnetic spectrum !Fig. 1".

There have been a number of review articles on the
Galactic Center region. The review of Oort !1977" cov-
ered many of the pioneering results: the first detailed
radio and infrared maps, the discovery of Sgr A*, and
the properties of the ionized and molecular gas and stars
on scales of 1 pc to 1 kpc. Ten years later, Genzel and
Townes !1987" emphasized the phenomena in the central
few parsecs and discussed the emerging dynamical evi-
dence for a central mass mainly based at that time on
observations of gas motions. Blitz et al. !1993" discussed
the evidence that the central bulge of the Milky Way
actually is bar shaped and what that means for the gas
dynamics in the central few hundred parsecs. Genzel et
al. !1994" summarized the then newly discovered young
massive stars in the central parsec, analyzed the lumi-
nosity production there and the importance of stellar
winds, and gave an update of the measurements of the

FIG. 1. !Color" Multiwavelength overview of the central few parsecs of the Milky Way. Top three panels: larger scale view. All
three top images are on the same scale #at the distance of the Galactic Center !8.3 kpc" 1 arc min=2.41 pc$. The cross marks the
position of the compact radio source Sgr A*. Top left: Color composite of radio 6 cm emission !blue: VLA Yusef-Zadeh et al.,
1986; Roberts and Goss, 1993", HCN 1–0 emission !red: OVRO; Christopher et al., 2005", and x-ray emission !green: Chandra;
Baganoff et al., 2003". The galactic plane runs at a position angle of 32° southwest-northeast across the image. Top middle: 6 cm
VLA radio image !pink", HCN emission !green", and 2.2 #m !K-band" image !blue, VLT-ISAAC; Schödel et al., 2007a". Top right:
Copy of the central panel with the key interstellar features marked. Bottom: Zoom into the central region. All three insets are on
the same scale. Bottom left: Color composite near-IR adaptive optics image #blue: H band !1.6 #m", green L! band !3.8 #m",
VLT-NACO; Genzel et al., 2003a$; and the 1.3 cm VLA radio continuum !red; Zhao and Goss, 1998". Bottom center: K band
!white, VLT-NACO; Genzel et al., 2003a", derived dust extinction !red-yellow; Schödel et al., 2007a", and x-ray emission !green,
Chandra; Baganoff et al., 2003". In addition to x-ray emission from Sgr A*, IRS 13E, and a diffuse component, the elongated
structure 10 arc sec northwest of Sgr A* is the pulsar-wind nebula 259.95–0.04, which may also be associated with the HESS TeV
source J1745–290. Bottom right: Copy of left panel with the “IRS” names of the stars, as well as some of the interstellar features
marked. Here and in all other images of the Galactic Center region, north is up and east is to the left.
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Multi-λ observations of stars and ISM around SgrA*  
have changed our view of the Galactic Center  

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All had  <5’’ angular resolution and were sensitive to the extended emission 

What about the far-IR? 
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Circumnuclear disk (CND) first detected  
at far-IR wavelengths with KAO (Becklin et al. 1982) 
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Reservoir of material accreting onto central parsec: 
      !  star formation & accretion onto SgrA* 

hot dust in 
central cavity 

warm dust  
in CND 



PACS 
 spectrometer  
(10’’ ~0.4pc) 
 

      The inner parsecs of the Galaxy in the far-IR… 

Hersche/PACS70  
Etxaluze et al. 2011 
Molinari et al. 2011 

[ See recent interferometric works:  Montero-Castaño+2009; Martín+2012; Yusef-Zadeh+2013 …  ] 



 Far-IR spectroscopy! 
  Properties of material around SgrA*    

CO J=13-12 (SPIRE) 
ESA Press release  

6 cm radiocontinuum (VLA) 

      Herschel/PACS + SPIRE        
(Goicoechea et al. 2013)  



SPIRE+PACS spectrum toward SgrA* 
(55-650µm)  

•  Molecular lines of: OH+, H2O+, H3O+, CH+, HF, H2O, OH, NH, NH2, HCN, HCO+… 

•  12CO  rotational ladder (up to J=24-23 towards SgrA*, J=30-29 towards CND)   

•  Atomic fine structure lines: [OIII], [OI], [CII], [NIII], [NII] and [CI] 
– 20 –

Fig. 2.— Upper panel: SPIRE-FTS spectrum towards SgrA⇤. Middle and lower panels:

PACS spectra towards SgrA⇤ (black curves; yellow spaxel in Fig. 1a) and also towards the

S-CND (grey curves; blue spaxel in Fig. 1a). Flux density units are Jy/spaxel for PACS and

Jy/beam for SPIRE.

SPIRE 
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Fig. 2.— Upper panel: SPIRE-FTS spectrum towards SgrA⇤. Middle and lower panels:

PACS spectra towards SgrA⇤ (black curves; yellow spaxel in Fig. 1a) and also towards the

S-CND (grey curves; blue spaxel in Fig. 1a). Flux density units are Jy/spaxel for PACS and

Jy/beam for SPIRE.

PACS 



 
 

Atomic fine structure lines 
 

High-J CO, light hydrides… 
 
 

(NOT with ALMA or JWST !) 
 

Powerful Far-IR diagnostic toolbox to characterize galaxy nuclei:  



e.g., [NIII]  57um  
Ionized gas 
 
 
 

Fine structure lines: 
 

Teff ~ 35,000 ± 1,000 K 
(OB stars central cluster) 
ne > 103.5 cm-3  

(from [OIII]52,88µm) 

 

Background image is VLA radiocontinuum 
at 6cm (thanks to C. Lang & M. Requena) 

  The inner central parsec of the Galaxy             
  Central cavity and mini-spiral 
 

0.9 pc 

10’’ resolution 



[OI]  63um  
Neutral atomic gas 
       

([OI] + [CII])/FIR ~ 0.008 
 
[OI]63/[CII]158 = 3.3±1.3 
 
[OI]63/[OI]145 = 8.3±0.5 
 
 
   !  similar to PDRs … 

  The inner central parsec of the Galaxy    
  Strong [OI] emission 
 

0.9 pc 

Background image is VLA radiocontinuum 
at 6cm (thanks to C. Lang & M. Requena) 

10’’ resolution 



CO  J=19-18  
Hot molecular gas 

  The inner central parsec of the Galaxy  
  High-J CO peaks  towards CND 
 

A&A 542, L21 (2012)

Fig. 1. CND in the emission of CO(6–5), observed with the CHAMP+

receiver at APEX. The CO intensity (color map in K km s−1, in Tmb)
was integrated between −150 and 150 km s−1. The angular resolution
of the map is 9.5′′. VLA 6cm radio continuum (contours, Yusef-Zadeh
& Morris 1987) shows ionized gas in the “mini-spiral” near SgrA∗.
The map is centered on SgrA∗ (red star), (EQ J2000) 17◦45′39.9′′ ,
−29h00m28.1s. The two circles denote the southern (CND-S) and north-
ern (CND-N) emission maxima toward which our excitation studies are
performed, at offsets of (−20′′, −30′′) and (25′′ , 40′′). The diameter of
the circles corresponds to the beam of GREAT at the frequency of the
CO(11–10) transition (22.5′′).

to J = 16–15, and additional 13CO isotopologues to confine the
optical depth of the CO lines.

2. Observations

The GREAT observations were performed during two SOFIA
Basic Science flights in 2011. On April 08, GREAT was oper-
ated at 42 700 ft altitude in its L1a/L2 configuration (Heyminck
et al. 2012), tuned to the CO(11–10) and CO(16–15) lines. In
the second flight, on July 16, (13)CO(13–12), and CO(16–15)
were observed in the L1b/L2 channels (40 000 ft). We used the
fast Fourier transform spectrometers (FFTs, Klein et al. 2012)
for back-ends; each provided 212 kHz spectral resolution across
a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. At the high observing frequencies,
GREAT’s bandwidth is insufficient to cover all velocities in the
Galactic center in one observation. A single setup does cover ve-
locities from the individual positions, however, and we made two
separate receiver tunings offset by +75 and −75 km s−1 relative
to rest to cover each position.

The observations were performed in double-beam switching
mode, with a throw of 360′′ at a position angle of 45◦ (CCW
to RA), at a rate of 1 Hz. We made 5× 3 and 3× 3 raster maps
on an 8′′ grid in equatorial coordinates for CND-S and CND-N,
respectively. Optical guide cameras established pointing to an
accuracy of 5′′. The beam width Θmb is 22.5′′ at the frequency
of CO(11–10), 19.1′′ for CO(13–12) and 15.6′′ for CO(16–15).
The main beam and forward efficiencies are ηmb = 0.54 (L1)
and 0.51 (L2), with ηf = 0.95. The data were calibrated with
the KOSMA/GREAT calibrator (Guan et al. 2012), carefully
removing residual telluric lines, and further processed with the
GILDAS2 packages CLASS and GREG.

2 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS

Table 1. Observed integrated line intensities

Transition Eup[K] ν[THz]

!
Tmbdv [K km s−1]

CND-S CND-N
12CO(2–1) 5.5 0.230 797.4 670.4 I
13CO(2–1) 5.3 0.220 49.0 21.2 I
12CO(3–2) 16.6 0.346 1668.3 852.9 A
12CO(4–3) 33.2 0.461 2199.6 1023.5 A
12CO(6–5) 83.0 0.691 1782.3 786.7 A
13CO(6–5) 79.3 0.661 165.5 67.2 A
12CO(7–6) 116.2 0.807 1753.0 708.6 A
12CO(10–9) 248.9 1.152 841.5 242.1 H
12CO(11–10) 304.2 1.267 818.8 218.0 G
12CO(13–12) 431.3 1.497 391.6 77.0 G
13CO(13–12) 412.3 1.431 26.5 G
12CO(16–15) 663.4 1.841 188.2 34.4 G

Notes. The integration was performed in the velocity ranges
[−150, −30] and [80, 150] for CND-S and CND-N, respectively. All
data were convolved to the 22.5′′ beam of the GREAT CO(11–10) ob-
servations. For each transition we also give the rest frequency and en-
ergy of the upper level above ground. Data are from observations with
APEX, the IRAM-30m telescope, HIFI/Herschel and GREAT/SOFIA.

To confine the CO excitation of the CND we have mapped
during recent years all CO mm/submm transitions, 2 ≤ Jup ≤ 7
with APEX and the IRAM-30m telescope,that are accessible
from these large ground-based facilities. These data will be pre-
sented elsewhere (Requena-Torres et al., in prep.); for this study
we extracted the spectra necessary for a comparison with the new
SOFIA/GREAT FIR observations. We also included a CO(10–
9) data point from the HexGal key program on the Galactic
center (PI: R.Güsten). Table 1 gives transition information and
velocity-integrated line intensities for the two positions in the
CND we analyze here, CND-S and CND-N (see Fig. 1). All
spectra were convolved from our Nyquist-sampled maps to the
same angular resolution (22.5′′, of the CO(11–10) observations),
thereby defining a uniquely coherent data base.

3. Results and analysis

Figure 2 compares the high-J 12CO spectra observed with
GREAT with those of lower rotational transitions. At nega-
tive velocities all low-rotational lines are strongly affected by
deep line-of-sight absorption features; these are negligible for
Jup > 6 (Eup > 116 K). The FIR lines (Jup ! 10) show clean
emission profiles from the CND only. To recover the flux af-
fected by these absorptions, we fitted a high-order polynomial
to the broad emission masking the absorptions, and used the fit
to estimate the underlying emission. Similarly, line contributions
from the massive GC clouds (at and below +50 km s−1) disap-
pear for Jup !10. Comparison of the observed isotopic line ratios
(∼10–20, Table 1) with the isotopic abundance ratio determined
for Galactic center clouds, [12C]/[13C] ∼ 25 (Güsten et al. 1985;
Wilson & Rood 1994; Martín et al. 2012) indicates that the CO
emission from the CND is only marginally optically thick, with
opacities on the order of unity.

The line profiles of the high-J CO lines show higher intensi-
ties for the most negative velocities in the line wings of CND-S
as the J increases. The rotation curve of the CND shows that
velocity rises toward SgrA∗ until just beyond the CND-S and
CND-N positions, so the increased velocity indicates that the
higher-J lines are displaced toward the sharp inner edge of the
CND. While this could indicate heating by the central sources,

L21, page 2 of 4

Requena-Torres et al.  2012 

          APEX CO J=6-5 

0.9 pc 

10’’ resolution 



  The inner central parsec                Far-IR luminosities 
  Inner 30’’x30’’      

 Species Luminosity 
[OIII]52,88µm 885 LSUN 

[OI]63,145µm 855 LSUN  
[CII]158µm 230 LSUN 
[NIII]57µm 130 LSUN 

[NII]121,206µm 120 LSUN 
12CO (J=4 to 24) 125 LSUN 
[CI]370,609µm 6 LSUN 

13CO (J=5 to 12) 4 LSUN  

                            Ionized gas ≈ 48% 
FIR cooling:  Neutral atomic ≈ 46%  !  GC = HII region + PDR 
                            CO molecular ≈ 6%                 + hot neutral component 

Origin of the hot neutral component?  



PDR view: warm gas heated by UV photons from  
central stellar cluster 
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a) b)

Fig. 3.— (a) Observed 12CO rotational diagram for SgrA⇤ (filled circles). Open circles

correspond to 3� upper limits for non-detections. The green curve represents the best-fit

isothermal model with N(12CO)=1018 cm�2. Dashed curves show rotational diagrams

from PDR models with di↵erent filling factors (Iobs=↵·IPDR). (b) Synthetic CO ro-

tational temperatures (from Ju=14-24) obtained from a grid of isothermal non-LTE models.

Green contours show the rms levels of log10(I0/Imodel) for fits to the absolute line intensities

from 0.1 (best-fits with a rms error of ⇠25%) to 0.4 in rms error steps of 0.1.

                                                 PDR models can reproduce the high-J CO lines 
                          only if unresolved hot and dense irradiated clumps exist  (nH~107 cm-3) 
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a) b)

Fig. 4.— (a) 12CO rotational diagram for SgrA∗. Blue and red lines show LTE fits to the

lines detected with SPIRE and PACS independently. The green curve represents the best-fit

non-LTE model with N(12CO)=1018 cm−2. Open circles correspond to 3σ upper limits for

non-detections. (b) Synthetic CO rotational temperatures (from Ju=14 to 24) obtained from

a grid of isothermal non-LTE models. Green contours show the rms levels of log10(I0/Imodel)

for fits to the absolute line intensities from 0.1 (best-fits with a rms error of ∼25%) to 0.4

in rms error steps of 0.1.

3σ 

Jup 

non-LTE  

Shock view: hot gas heated low-density shocks  
         and turbulence dissipation 

Isothermal component:  Tk ~1000 K    n(H2) ≤ 104 cm-3 
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Figure 2. Rates of cooling of the principal molecular coolants through
C- and J-type shock waves of speed vs = 20 km s−1 and initial density
nH = n(H) + 2n(H2) = 2 × 104 cm−3. The independent variable is the
flow time of the neutral fluid (in connection with the C-type model, which
is multifluid).

electron collisional excitation of atomic hydrogen is a significant
contributor to the cooling of the gas behind the discontinuity. Fur-
thermore, it is necessary to consider whether the H I Lyman series
photons that are generated contribute significantly to dissociating
or ionizing other species, either within the shock itself or in the pre-
shock gas. The effects of the Lyman series photons produced in fast
(vs ≥ 60 km s−1), dissociative J-type shocks have been considered
by Neufeld & Dalgarno (1989).

In the case of the J-type model with vs = 30 km s−1 and
nH = 2×105 cm−3, the flux of H I Ly α photons produced by electron
collisional excitation is of the order of 1011 cm−2 s−1, which may be
compared with the integral ultraviolet flux of the mean interstellar
radiation field (of the order of 108 cm−2 s−1). The Ly α flux is of the
same order as the flux of H2 molecules (3×1011 cm−2 s−1) entering
the shock wave in this model. This criterion suggests that the Ly
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Figure 3. Profiles of selected oxygen-containing species through C-type
(upper panel) and J-type (lower panel) shock waves of speed vs = 20 km s−1

and initial density nH = n(H) + 2n(H2) = 2 × 104 cm−3. An asterisk on
a chemical symbol denotes a species in the grain mantles (broken lines).
The distance, z, is measured along the direction of propagation of the shock
wave.

α radiation may have a significant effect on the composition of the
pre-shock gas (cf. Shull & McKee 1979). Because the photodisso-
ciation of H2 proceeds through absorption in discrete transitions of
the Lyman and Werner bands, for example, followed by a radiative
transition into the vibrational continuum of the X1"+

g ground elec-
tronic state, the absence of wavelength coincidences with the lines
in the H I Lyman series ensures that this process may be neglected.
On the other hand, other, less abundant species may be significantly
dissociated or ionized.

In order to make a rough estimate of the possible significance of
the H I Lyman series photons, we included, in the J-type model with
vs = 30 km s−1 and nH = 2 × 105 cm−3, the photodissociation of
H2O, OH and O2, and the photoionization of C, Si S and Fe, with a
radiation amplification factor (relative to the mean interstellar field)
χ = 103, which probably overestimates the influence of the Lyman
series photons. We found that their main effects are
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Kaufman & Neufeld 1996, models A. Karska et al. 2012: Herschel PACS observations of low-mass YSOs

Fig. 13. Rotational temperature of CO (top) and H2O (bottom)
as a function of different shock velocities and pre-shock densi-
ties from the shock model results of Kaufman & Neufeld (1996).
The rotational temperature is calculated from J=15-14 to 25-24
for CO and for the eight H2O lines commonly observed in this
sample.

originate from the jet itself, velocity shifts of the high−J CO
and H2O lines would be expected in the short-wavelength parts
of PACS spectra, where the spectral resolution is the highest. As
discussed in §3.3, we do not see clear evidence for velocity shifts
of 100 km s−1 or more in short-wavelength H2O and CO lines.
Low velocity emission from inside the cavity can originate from
dusty disk winds (Panoglou et al. 2012), but more modeling is
required to determine whether the line fluxes and profiles can be
reproduced in this scenario. Moreover, this explanation would
raise the question why there is no contribution from shocks along
the higher density cavity walls, which surely must be present as
well.

5.3. Comparison with shock models

The association of the CO and H2O emission with warm
dense shocked gas can be further strengthened by compar-
ison with shock models. H2O and CO are efficiently ex-
cited in non-dissociative C-type shocks (Kaufman & Neufeld
1996; Bergin et al. 1998; Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010).
The models by Visser et al. (2012) used the output of the
Kaufman & Neufeld (1996) models to compute line fluxes along
the cavity walls. To test our full data set against these models and

further explore parameter space, rotational temperatures were
computed from the grid of Kaufman & Neufeld (1996) model
fluxes and presented in Figure 13. The results show that CO
excitation temperatures Trot ≈ 300 K for J=15–25 are readily
found for pre-shock densities of ∼ 3 · 104 − 106 cm−3 and a wide
range of shock velocities. Similar results are obtained for the
H2O excitation temperatures: the observed values of 100–200 K
correspond to the pre-shock densities of ∼ 105 − 106 cm−3 and
do not constrain the shock velocities.

The density probed by the CO and H2O lines is not
the pre-shock density; by the time CO and H2O cooling be-
comes important, the gas has been compressed by the shock
front and a more relevant density is the post-shock density
(Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010). The compression factor,
npost / npre, is

√
2 × MA, where MA is the Alfven Mach num-

ber, !shock / !A, and !A is the Alfven velocity (Draine & McKee
1993). The Alfven velocity is !A = B /

!

4πρ = 2.18 km s−1 b /√
µH where ρ is the pre-shock density, ρ = µH mH npre; the lat-
ter relation comes from the assumption that the magnetic field is
frozen into the pre-shock gas and is B = b

"

npre [cm−3] µGauss.
For a mean atomic weight, µH, of 1.4, the compression factor is

npost
npre

=
√
2MA =

√
2!shock
!A

(3)

=
√
2 !shock

2.18 b/√µH
= 0.78 × !shock/b . (4)

For a standard value of b = 1, the compression factor is thus !
10 for all the shock velocities considered here, implying that the
relevant post-shock densities are all ! 106 cm−3 as also shown by
the RADEX results (Figure 13). At high velocities, ∼ 50 km s−1,
the post-shock densities are greater than 107 cm−3 and the emis-
sion is in LTE.

Density is clearly the critical parameter: higher Trot require
higher pre-shock densities which in turn lead to higher post-
shock densities. Thus, this shock model analysis is consistent
with that presented in §5.2 and with the typical pre-shock den-
sities found in the inner envelope. The presence of UV radiation
in the outflow cavity may affect the shock structure, however,
and new irradiated models are required to fully test this scenario
(Kaufman et al., in prep.). With the addition of UV, some OH
emission is likely also produced by photodissociation of H2O.

A large fraction of the [O i] and some OH emission must
originate in a different physical component. Because the emis-
sion from these species does not correlate with that of CO
and H2O, especially in the central spaxel, their origin is likely
in dissociative shocks rather than non-dissociative C- or J-
type shocks. In particular, the absolute flux of [O i] is gener-
ally too high to be produced in non-dissociative, C-type shocks
(Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010). Dissociative shocks are typ-
ically found at the terminal bow shock where the >100 km s−1
jet rams into the surrounding cloud, but they can also be lo-
cated closer to the protostar where the protostellar wind im-
pacts directly on the dense inner envelope near the base of
the wind (van Kempen et al. 2010b). In dissociative shocks,
[O i] and OH emission greatly dominate over that of H2O as
molecules are gradually reformed in the dense post-shock gas
(Neufeld & Dalgarno 1989). Some emission may also arise in
the jet itself, as evidenced by the velocity shifts of ∼100 km s−1
of the [O i] line in a few sources (Figure 6), but this is usually a
minor component according to our data.
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Fig. 13. Rotational temperature of CO (top) and H2O (bottom)
as a function of different shock velocities and pre-shock densi-
ties from the shock model results of Kaufman & Neufeld (1996).
The rotational temperature is calculated from J=15-14 to 25-24
for CO and for the eight H2O lines commonly observed in this
sample.

originate from the jet itself, velocity shifts of the high−J CO
and H2O lines would be expected in the short-wavelength parts
of PACS spectra, where the spectral resolution is the highest. As
discussed in §3.3, we do not see clear evidence for velocity shifts
of 100 km s−1 or more in short-wavelength H2O and CO lines.
Low velocity emission from inside the cavity can originate from
dusty disk winds (Panoglou et al. 2012), but more modeling is
required to determine whether the line fluxes and profiles can be
reproduced in this scenario. Moreover, this explanation would
raise the question why there is no contribution from shocks along
the higher density cavity walls, which surely must be present as
well.

5.3. Comparison with shock models

The association of the CO and H2O emission with warm
dense shocked gas can be further strengthened by compar-
ison with shock models. H2O and CO are efficiently ex-
cited in non-dissociative C-type shocks (Kaufman & Neufeld
1996; Bergin et al. 1998; Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010).
The models by Visser et al. (2012) used the output of the
Kaufman & Neufeld (1996) models to compute line fluxes along
the cavity walls. To test our full data set against these models and

further explore parameter space, rotational temperatures were
computed from the grid of Kaufman & Neufeld (1996) model
fluxes and presented in Figure 13. The results show that CO
excitation temperatures Trot ≈ 300 K for J=15–25 are readily
found for pre-shock densities of ∼ 3 · 104 − 106 cm−3 and a wide
range of shock velocities. Similar results are obtained for the
H2O excitation temperatures: the observed values of 100–200 K
correspond to the pre-shock densities of ∼ 105 − 106 cm−3 and
do not constrain the shock velocities.

The density probed by the CO and H2O lines is not
the pre-shock density; by the time CO and H2O cooling be-
comes important, the gas has been compressed by the shock
front and a more relevant density is the post-shock density
(Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010). The compression factor,
npost / npre, is

√
2 × MA, where MA is the Alfven Mach num-

ber, !shock / !A, and !A is the Alfven velocity (Draine & McKee
1993). The Alfven velocity is !A = B /
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µH where ρ is the pre-shock density, ρ = µH mH npre; the lat-
ter relation comes from the assumption that the magnetic field is
frozen into the pre-shock gas and is B = b
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For a standard value of b = 1, the compression factor is thus !
10 for all the shock velocities considered here, implying that the
relevant post-shock densities are all ! 106 cm−3 as also shown by
the RADEX results (Figure 13). At high velocities, ∼ 50 km s−1,
the post-shock densities are greater than 107 cm−3 and the emis-
sion is in LTE.

Density is clearly the critical parameter: higher Trot require
higher pre-shock densities which in turn lead to higher post-
shock densities. Thus, this shock model analysis is consistent
with that presented in §5.2 and with the typical pre-shock den-
sities found in the inner envelope. The presence of UV radiation
in the outflow cavity may affect the shock structure, however,
and new irradiated models are required to fully test this scenario
(Kaufman et al., in prep.). With the addition of UV, some OH
emission is likely also produced by photodissociation of H2O.

A large fraction of the [O i] and some OH emission must
originate in a different physical component. Because the emis-
sion from these species does not correlate with that of CO
and H2O, especially in the central spaxel, their origin is likely
in dissociative shocks rather than non-dissociative C- or J-
type shocks. In particular, the absolute flux of [O i] is gener-
ally too high to be produced in non-dissociative, C-type shocks
(Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010). Dissociative shocks are typ-
ically found at the terminal bow shock where the >100 km s−1
jet rams into the surrounding cloud, but they can also be lo-
cated closer to the protostar where the protostellar wind im-
pacts directly on the dense inner envelope near the base of
the wind (van Kempen et al. 2010b). In dissociative shocks,
[O i] and OH emission greatly dominate over that of H2O as
molecules are gradually reformed in the dense post-shock gas
(Neufeld & Dalgarno 1989). Some emission may also arise in
the jet itself, as evidenced by the velocity shifts of ∼100 km s−1
of the [O i] line in a few sources (Figure 6), but this is usually a
minor component according to our data.
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2 SCENARIOS (SgrA*): 
 
 
 
1)  Distribution of temperature components “95% of CO column density  at  Tk<300 K”. 
 
      ! UV heating can explain the mid-J CO emission but not the high-J CO line emission 
                                                                                           ! Irradiated dense clumps?          
 
 
2) Single, hot  (Tk�1000 K) and low-density  (n(H2)<104 cm−3) gas component  

     ! “all CO is hot”:  PDRs, XDRs or enhanced CR flux heating NOT enough. 
                                                                                       !Low density shocks?? 
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 1.— (a) SPIRE-FTS 12CO J=13-12 sparse-sampling map of the GC and VLA 6cm

radio continuum (cyan contours, Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987) showing ionized gas in the

mini-spiral. SgrA⇤ is marked with a star. The PACS footprint is overplotted. (b), (c) and

(d) PACS continuum-subtracted maps for the CO J=19-18 (137.196µm), [N iii] 57.317µm

and [O i] 63.183µm lines. The center of each spaxel corresponds to its o↵set position with

respect to SgrA⇤. The X-axis represents the �700 to +700 km s�1 velocity scale. The line

flux scale (Y-axis) is shown in each map. The VLA 6cm radio continuum image is

shown in the background.
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a) b)

Fig. 3.— (a) Observed 12CO rotational diagram for SgrA⇤ (filled circles). Open circles

correspond to 3� upper limits for non-detections. The green curve represents the best-fit

isothermal model with N(12CO)=1018 cm�2. Dashed curves show rotational diagrams

from PDR models with di↵erent filling factors (Iobs=↵·IPDR). (b) Synthetic CO ro-

tational temperatures (from Ju=14-24) obtained from a grid of isothermal non-LTE models.

Green contours show the rms levels of log10(I0/Imodel) for fits to the absolute line intensities

from 0.1 (best-fits with a rms error of ⇠25%) to 0.4 in rms error steps of 0.1.

Need much higher angular resolution to resolve the true gas morphology 
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Molecular  Ring
Ionized
mini-spiral

SiO (5-4) Clumps

IRS 1W

Sgr A*

N arm

E arm Clump 11

Clumps 1,2

IRS 10E

Fig. 1.— (a) A composite image of the inner 20 of the Galactic center: 3.6 cm continuum

image of Sgr A West (green), HCN (1-0) emission from the molecular ring (blue; Christopher

et al. 2005) and SiO (5-4) line emission from the central region of the ring (red) (b) The

distribution of SiO line emission (red) integrated over velocities 150 < v < 200 km s�1

and superimposed on a 3.6 cm continuum image (blue). The edge of the SiO (5-4) clump

distribution is noisier because of shorter integration time and is limited by the size of the

region mapped by ALMA. The highest redshifted velocity SiO (5-4) clumps 1 and 11 are

shown in green. (c) Similar to (b) except that a 3.6µm image taken with the VLT in blue

replaces the 3.6 cm image. (d) The spectra of Clumps 1, 2 and 11.

First ALMA observations toward Sgr A* (~2’’) 

SiO (5-4) 

SiO (5-4) 
3.6cm VLA 

SiO (5-4) 
3.6um VLT 

embedded massive protostellar outflows?? 
 

Most important PDR & shock & protostar’s diagnostics in the Far-IR !!   

Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013 

30’’ 
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2.1 Why the need of high resolution (0.1”) in the Far-IR (40-200µm) 

 

Astrophysics and cosmology can make a substantial progress only if we can study in detail, both 

photometrically and spectroscopically, the astrophysical objects within the spatial scales of the phenomena 

responsible of their emission. In the 2020’s we will experience the advent of high resolution at both optical 

and near-to-mid-infrared wavelengths from the ELT’s at ground and the JWST from space. Moreover the 

completion of ALMA in the next years will allow very high angular resolution (down to 5 mas) in the 

submillimeter atmospheric windows above 350µm. The intermediate wavelengths (FIR=30-300µm) are 

therefore those that will suffer mostly in the near future the lack of high resolution platforms. These 

wavelengths are among the most important ones in astronomy, because they carry at least half of the energy 

emitted in the Universe. Most energetic processes – such as star formation and, often, black hole accretion – 

happen in dust enshrouded environments, which can be observed only at FIR wavelengths, many atomic and 

molecular transitions, tracing most of the astrophysical regimes, occur in the MIR-to-FIR. It is therefore 

imperative for Astrophysics to make a real progress that high resolution in the FIR became a reality. 

 

 

FIGURE 1: ANGULAR RESOLUTIONS REACHED BY CURRENT OR PLANNED FACILITIES, ILLUSTRATING 
THE GROWING “FIR GAP" (COURTESY OF TH. DE GRAAW). 
 

Far-IR: not playing the same league… 

0.1’’ 

Far-IR 

Limits our understanding… From T. de Graauw 

1’’ 
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Fig. 1.— (a) SPIRE-FTS 12CO J=13-12 sparse-sampling map of the GC and VLA 6cm

radio continuum (cyan contours, Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987) showing ionized gas in the

mini-spiral. SgrA⇤ is marked with a star. The PACS footprint is overplotted. (b), (c) and

(d) PACS continuum-subtracted maps for the CO J=19-18 (137.196µm), [N iii] 57.317µm

and [O i] 63.183µm lines. The center of each spaxel corresponds to its o↵set position with

respect to SgrA⇤. The X-axis represents the �700 to +700 km s�1 velocity scale. The line

flux scale (Y-axis) is shown in each map. The VLA 6cm radio continuum image is

shown in the background.

3σ 

Far-IR: requirements for GC studies 
VLT (Genzel et al.) 

Herschel/PACS (Goicoechea et al.) 

•  Angular resolution: 1’’-0.3’’ @ 100 µm   !  a few thousands AU at 8 kpc 
- Fundamental structures and sources (in-falling clumps?, protostellar envelope/disk/outflows?)  

•  Spectral resolution: 
-  Heterodyne or R ≥ 30,000 for studies of gas kinematics  
 
•  Sensitivity: e.g., Flux([OI]63)~2.5E-17 W/m2/0.3’’    Flux(CO 14-13)~ 2E-19 W/m2/0.3’’ 

•  Mapping semi-extended sources?:  ~1’x1’ FoV  (mosaicing?)  (short spacings?) 

ISM & SF stars 

combine the AO observations with the new database of stel-
lar proper motions and radial velocities, for a new analysis
of the properties of the nuclear star cluster.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The observations presented in this paper were carried out
during science verification with the NAOS/CONICA AO
system/near-infrared camera at the unit telescope 4 (Yepun)
of the ESO VLT in Paranal, Chile. H-band (1.65 lm), Ks-
band (2.16 lm), and L0-band (3.76 lm) imaging data were
taken on 2002 August 29. Seeing was between 0>5 and 0>6.
For H and Ks the infrared wave front sensor of NAOS was
used to close the feedback loop on the bright supergiant IRS
7!5>5 north of Sgr A*. The detector pixel scale was 0>0132
pixel"1 for H and Ks and 0>027 pixel"1 for L0. The diffrac-
tion-limited resolution was 40, 55, and 95 mas in the H, Ks,
and L0 bands (FWHM). The oversampling helped to reduce
the saturation of the numerous bright sources in the nuclear
cluster. The detector integration time was 15 s. Four indi-
vidual exposures were combined by a pipeline into one
image of 60 s integration time. Twenty-five such images
were taken in theH band and 20 in theKs band. The individ-
ual images were flat-fielded, sky-subtracted, and corrected
for dead/bad pixels. The final frames were co-added with a
simple shift-and-add (SSA) algorithm to final images of
1200 s (Ks band; Fig. 1) and 1500 s (H band; Fig. 2) total
integration time. The Strehl ratio measured on individual
sources near the guiding star is !50% in the Ks band and
!33% in the H band. Dithering between the exposures
resulted in a field of view (FOV) larger than the 1400 # 1400

provided by CONICA with the finest pixel scale. From the

final mosaic we selected a !900 # 900 region with the highest
signal-to-noise ratio, approximately centered on Sgr A*.
There are numerous (!40–50) bright (Ks < 12) stars in the
FOV, which are strongly saturated in the Ks-band image.
Saturation is less severe in the H-band image. For L0, the
AO loop was closed with the visible light wave front sensor
on a V ! 14 star !2000 to the northeast of Sgr A* (at the
time of the observations the dichroic allowing the simul-
taneous use of the infrared wave front sensor and the L=M
bands was not available). A single imaging frame consists of
150 exposures of 0.2 s, co-added by a pipeline into a single
frame with 30 s integration time. Seventy-six such images
were taken. After flat-fielding, sky-subtraction, and dead/
bad pixel correction, the individual frames were combined
into a final SSA image of 2280 s integration time, with a
Strehl ratio of !50% (see also Clénet et al. 2003). The right
panel of Figure 1 shows a color composite of all three
images.

In the following subsections we discuss in detail
the analysis and methods we have developed and applied
to carry out source counts, photometry, and astrometry
in our crowded, high dynamic range AO images. Readers
who wish to skip these technical details should continue
with x 3.

2.1. Source Identification and Photometry

In order to facilitate the identification of sources in the
extremely dense nuclear stellar cluster and to reduce the
influence of the seeing halos of the numerous bright stars,
we deconvolved the images prior to number counts and
photometric analysis. A point-spread function (PSF) was

Fig. 1.—Left:Ks-bandNAOS/CONICA SSA image of the central!2000, taken in 2002 August (55 mas FWHM resolution; Strehl ratio! 50%). A logarith-
mic color scale is used. East is to the left, and north is up. The brightest star, IRS 7 (6.7 mag), was used for infrared wave front sensing. The faintest stars visible
on the image areKs ! 19. The five encircled stars (of seven in the central 3000) are also radio SiOmasers and were used for establishing the selected orientations
of the infrared camera and to put the infrared data in the radio astrometric reference frame (rms ! $10 mas; Reid et al. 2003b). In addition, the IRS 16 and
IRS 13 complexes of emission-line stars are marked. The two arrows denote the position of Sgr A*.Right:H=Ks=L0 three-color composite of the central!2000.
East is to the left, and north is up. Several bright, dusty,L-band excess stars are marked, and the two arrows denote the position of Sgr A*.
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